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Article abstract
A Note on Adoption in thé Txicâo of Central Brazil
In this note, the author analyses the contrasting modalities of adoption among
the Txicâo, a small Karib speaking group of slash-and-burn horticulturalists of
Central Brazil. Whereas internal adoption follows the path of kinship
connections and can be understood as both a consequence of the kinship
system and a regulation of family groups, external adoption is linked to the
war-complex of this society. Taking young captives (of either sex) in raids
against neighbouring enemy tribes is the best means of substituting the losses
inflicted by enemy witchcraft in general. These captives are then adopted, their
presence is highly valued and ritualized, and they play a crucial part in the
general reproduction of the society, first as they become incorporated as
parents, second as they act as privileged name-givers for the all Txiceo
newborns. This second form of adoption is thus markedly more important than
the first one, and in some ways determines the form of " natural " filiation.
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